Understanding neural circuits requires deciphering the interactions of myriad cell types defined by anatomy, spatial organization, gene expression, and functional properties. Resolving these cell types requires both single neuron resolution and high-throughput, a combination that is challenging to achieve with conventional anatomical methods. Here we introduce BARseq, a method for mapping the projections of thousands of spatially resolved neurons by combining the high throughput of DNA sequencing with the high spatial resolution of microscopy. We used BARseq to determine the projections of 1309 neurons in mouse auditory cortex to 11 targets. We observed 264 distinct projection patterns. Hierarchical clustering confirmed the major classical classes of projection neurons, segregated across cortical laminae. Further analysis revealed 25 subclasses, largely intermingled across laminae. Unlike cell types defined by gene expression, projection subclasses beyond the major classes were rarely enriched in specific laminae, raising the possibility that the organization of projection patterns in mature neurons is orthogonal to that of gene expression. In this way, downstream brain areas could receive information from multiple cell types through parallel pathways. By sequencing in situ, BARseq has the potential to bridge anatomical, transcriptomic, functional, and other approaches at single neuron resolution with high throughput, and thereby offer unprecedented insight of the structure and function of a neural circuit.
An important challenge in neuroscience is to relate diverse characteristics of single neurons, in a co-registered fashion, within single brains 1 . Even simultaneous co-registration of two characteristics can be challenging, and has led to insights about the functional organization of neural circuits 2, 3 . A high-throughput method capable of such multimodal co-registration would yield a "Rosetta Brain"-an integrative dataset that could constrain theoretical efforts to bridge across levels of structure and function in the nervous system 1 .
As a first step toward this goal we began with MAPseq 4,5 (Fig. 1A, left) , a sequencing-based method capable of mapping long-range projections of thousands of single neurons in a single brain. MAPseq achieves multiplexing by uniquely labeling individual neurons with random RNA sequences, or "barcodes". Because MAPseq, like most other sequencing methods, relies on tissue homogenization, it cannot resolve the spatial organization of the neuronal somata. This spatial organization, however, potentially allows the registration of distinct neuronal characteristics. We therefore sought to develop a method that would preserve the spatial organization of barcoded somata. By combining MAPseq with in situ sequencing [6] [7] [8] of somatic barcodes ( Fig 1B) , BARseq (Barcoded Anatomy Resolved by Sequencing; Fig. 1A , right) preserves the spatial organization of neurons during projection mapping, and has the potential to link multiple sources of data in a single specimen.
We applied BARseq to study the organization of the auditory cortex. The spatial organization of projection neurons into layers reflects the functional organization of circuitry in the neocortex and other brain areas. The major classes of neocortical excitatory neurons-corticothalamic (CT), pyramidal tract (PT), and intratelencephalic (IT)-are defined by their long-range axonal projections, and are segregated within cortical laminae 9, 10 . More recently, single cell sequencing has uncovered remarkable diversity in gene expression patterns [11] [12] [13] [14] . Many classes of projection neurons identified by gene expression are restricted to specific laminae 13 , but it remains unclear whether projection patterns show comparable diversity, and whether projection diversity similarly respects laminar organization.
To provide a bridge between the laminar position of a barcoded soma and its distal axonal projections, we adapted BaristaSeq (Supp. Fig. S1 ), a targeted approach for sequencing barcodes in situ developed in non-neuronal cells 8 , to neurons. BaristaSeq enabled efficient amplification and sequencing of barcodes in cultured neurons co-expressing barcodes and GFP (Fig. 1C, D) . We then further adapted BaristaSeq to brain slices. We identified a reaction chamber system that was both physically and chemically compatible with our samples (Supp. Fig. S2A ; Supp. Note 1) and increased tissue accessibility (Supp. Fig. S2B ; Supp. Note 1). With these modifications, we obtained highly efficient amplification of barcodes in brain slices (Fig 2A; Supp. Fig. S2C ; Supp. Note 1). We also optimized Illumina sequencing chemistry for brain slices, resulting in a ~10fold improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared with sequencing by ligation (SOLiD; Supp. Fig. S2D , E; Supp. Note 1), which had previously been used for in situ sequencing 6, 7 .
To evaluate barcode sequencing in brain slices, we sequenced 25 bases in a sample infected with a diverse (>10 6 ) pool of barcoded Sindbis virus 5, 15 injected in the auditory cortex (See Methods; S2G ) remained high through all 25 cycles. We also observed no bias towards any particular base (Supp. Fig. S2H ). Read accuracy was high: barcodes in 50/51 (98%) randomly selected cells matched perfectly to known barcodes in the library, and the remaining cell had only a single base mismatch to the closest barcode in the library (Fig. 2D, E ). Because the barcodes in this library represents a small fraction (~10 -9 ) of all possible 25-mer barcodes (>10 15 ), random 25-nt sequences on average had seven mismatches to the closest known barcode, indicating that our barcode reads were unlikely to be false positive matches by chance. These results indicate that in situ sequencing of RNA barcodes in brain slices is both accurate and efficient.
To assess the sensitivity and specificity of BARseq, we compared it to standard retrograde tracing using cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) by mapping contralateral projections ( Fig. 3A ; Supp. Fig. S3A ; Supp. Table S1 ). We injected a highly diverse (~10 7 barcodes) viral library into the auditory cortex and CTB in the contralateral auditory cortex. We then microdissected the contralateral auditory cortex into "cubelets" and homogenized, and sequenced the barcodes within. By matching the barcode sequences obtained at the somatic injection site in situ with the sequences obtained at the contralateral auditory cortex, we could associate the precise position of CTB labeled neuron with its axonal projections to distant brain areas as mapped by BARseq. The majority (12/13, 92%) of CTB labeled neurons were detected by BARseq, whereas only 28% (12/43) of contralaterally projecting neurons identified by BARseq were labeled with CTB ( Fig.  3B ; Supp. Table S1 ). The contralateral projections were much stronger than the noise threshold defined by projection strengths in the olfactory bulb (Supp. Fig. S3B ), indicating that the higher apparent sensitivity of BARseq was not due to false positives resulting from contaminating barcodes. These results indicate that BARseq retains the high specificity and sensitivity of MAPseq 5 (91 ± 6%), and may exceed the sensitivity of conventional CTB tracing.
Having established the sensitivity and specificity of BARseq, we applied it to the organization of long-range projections from the mouse auditory cortex. We focused on 11 auditory cortex projection target areas 16 , using the olfactory bulb as a negative control. We analyzed 6391 neurons with high-quality projection data, consisting of 1309 neurons from two brains using BARseq and 5082 neurons from one brain using conventional MAPseq (Supp. Note 2; Supp. Fig. S4 ; Supp. Table S2 ). Consistent with conventional bulk GFP tracing 16 (Fig. 3C ; Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.94, p < 0.0001), projections to the thalamus, the tectum, the contralateral auditory cortex, and the caudal striatum were particularly strong ( Fig. 3D ). Projections determined by BARseq were thus consistent with those obtained by conventional bulk labeling techniques.
The projection patterns of individual neurons were remarkably diverse. After binarizing projections, we observed 264 distinct patterns, more than an eighth of the approximately 2 11 = 2048 possible patterns (Supp. Note 3). Individual neurons projected to up to nine areas, and most (64%) neurons projected to two or more areas (Fig. 3E ). Because we did not sample all potential targets, the actual number of targets per neuron and distinct projection patterns are likely higher. This diversity is consistent with previous reports 4 , and may be a general feature of cortical projection patterns.
To explore the structure underlying this diversity we clustered the non-binarized projection patterns hierarchically (Supp. Fig. S5A -F, S6A-E; Supp. Note 4). This clustering partitioned neurons into established cortical classes 9 : CT, PT and IT. Further clustering revealed two classes of IT neurons, those that have a contralateral projection (ITc) and those that only project ipsilaterally (ITi; Fig. 3F ). Interestingly, although both IT subclasses projected to both the caudal striatum-an area implicated in auditory decision making 17 -and the rostral striatum, PT neurons did not project to the rostral striatum. We confirmed this finding by triple retrograde tracing (Supp. Fig. S7A ): a significant fraction of neurons (66/236) projecting to the rostral striatum also projected to the caudal striatum, but none (0/236) projected to the tectum (Supp. Fig. S7B , C). The results of BARseq were thus consistent with classical approaches.
The large size of the pooled MAPseq and BARseq samples (6391 neurons) enabled us to look for projection subclasses within the established classes. Clustering revealed 25 statistically significant (see Hierarchical clustering in Methods) "subclasses" of projections neurons, at four clustering levels ( Fig. 3G , H; Supp. Fig. S6E ; Supp. Note 5 for details on the subclasses). These results indicate that BARseq identified candidate subclass-level structures in the auditory cortex, beyond the major divisions of projection neuron types.
The tripartite classification of cortical excitatory projection patterns into PT, IT and CT classes is supported by the corresponding segregation of these neurons into distinct laminae. Because BARseq recovers the positions of barcoded somata, we could associate the projection pattern of each neuron in our dataset with its laminar position. As expected, the major classes segregated strongly with laminar position: superficial layers contained predominantly IT neurons, whereas deep layers contained predominantly CF (PT and CT) neurons 9 ( Fig 4A; see Supp. Note 6 and Supp. Fig. S8 for the estimation of layers). Thus major classes of cortical projection neurons defined by BARseq had distinct laminar distributions, consistent with observations using conventional methods 18 .
Many cell types defined by gene expression are highly enriched in single laminae 12, 13, 19 , but it is unclear if projection patterns are similarly organized into laminae. We therefore further examined whether PT and IT subclasses defined by projections were restricted to single layers (CT neurons were restricted to L6, and therefore were not examined). Most subclasses defined by projections spanned many layers ( Fig. 4B , C; Supp Note S7; Supp. Fig. S9A, B ). We identified no IT subclass restricted to L2/3, and only a small fraction of IT neurons (45 out of 805, 6%) were found in L5 or L6 enriched subclasses (Leaf 43, 19, and 45). Similarly, we identified no PT subclass specific to L5 or L6, in contrast to previous reports of layer-specific PT classes defined by morphological and electrophysiological properties 20 There are at least three possible interpretations of our observation that projection patterns, unlike patterns of gene expression in adult animals, did not appear to be well explained by laminar position. First, we cannot rule out the possibility that we failed to discover the "true" underlying projection subclasses that comprise auditory cortex, and that these subclasses do in fact segregate according to laminae. Second, it could be that although the connections are structured within a class (Supp. Fig. S9F , G), these structures are not entirely categorical and hence will not be revealed by clustering. Finally, our results raise the intriguing possibility that the organization of projection patterns in mature neurons is orthogonal to that of gene expression. Such an intersectional organization, especially in the IT classes, is consistent with scRNAseq results of retrogradely labeled neurons 13 and could arise either from temporal changes in gene expression over development, or through probabilistic or activity-dependent pruning of projections during development. Thus downstream brain areas may receive information from multiple cell types through parallel pathways.
Neuronal classes are defined by the combination of multiple features 14, 19, 21 , including anatomical characteristics such as morphology and connectivity 22, 23 , molecular characteristics such as gene [11] [12] [13] or protein expression, and functional characteristics such as behaviorally-evoked activity 21 . Most current neuronal taxonomies focus on just a single feature, but partitioning based on one feature alone does not reveal the interaction among neuronal features that result in circuit functions. The spatial organization of neurons can be used to register multiple features at cellular resolution. Because BARseq preserves the spatial organization of projection neurons, it has the potential to be combined with other in situ techniques [e.g., in situ sequencing of mRNAs (Supp. Fig. S10A ) and functional imaging (Supp. Fig. S10B) ]. BARseq can thus potentially achieve a "Rosetta Brain" 1 -a comprehensive multi-modal description of the vertebrate brain at cellular resolution.
Methods

Viruses, constructs, and oligos
The plasmid encoding the Sindbis barcode library (JK100L2, https://benchling.com/s/EKtQttOe) is available from Addgene (#79785). The RT primer (XC1215), the padlock probe / sequencing primer (XC1164), and the fluorescent probe for visualization (XC92) were described previously 8 .
For validation of BaristaSeq in brain slices, we used a barcode library previously described by Kebschull et al. 5 . The library contained 1.5 million known 30-nt random barcode sequences, which represented ~97% of all barcodes in the library. For BARseq experiments, we used a separate diverse barcode library with ~10 7 diversity 4 . This library was not fully sequenced in vitro.
Animals and tissue processing:
Eight to nine week old male C57BL/6 mice were injected in the left auditory cortex at -4.8 mm ML, -2.6 mm AP from bregma, with 140nL Sindbis virus at each of the following depths (200 µm, 400 µm, 600 µm, and 800 µm) at 30˚ angle. For samples prepared for BaristaSeq only, we transcardially perfused the animal with 10% formalin, then postfixed the tissues for 24 hrs. We then cryo-protected the brain in PBS with 10% sucrose for 12 hrs, 20% sucrose PBS for 12 hrs, and 30% sucrose PBS for 12 hrs. We then embedded the brain in OCT (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and cryo-sectioned to 14 µm slices onto SuperFrost Plus slides (VWR).
For BARseq samples, we transcardially perfused the animal with PBS 43-45 hrs post-injection. We cut out the left auditory cortex from the brain and post-fixed it in 10% formalin at 4 for 8 hrs, and snap-froze the rest of the brain on a razor blade on dry ice. The snap-frozen brain (without the injection site) was then processed for conventional MAPseq as described 5 . The postfixed auditory cortex was cryo-protected, embedded, and cryo-sectioned as described above.
Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
FISH was performed using Panomics ViewRNA ISH cell assay kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's protocols. Type 1 probes against Cux2 and Fezf2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were used to visualize mRNA expression of the two genes, respectively.
BaristaSeq
BaristaSeq on cultured neurons was performed as described 8 . Briefly, the neurons were fixed in 10% formalin, washed in PBST (PBS with 0.5% tween-20), and dehydrated in 70%, 85%, and 100% ethanol for an hour. After rehydration in PBST, we incubated the samples in 0.1M HCl for 5 mins, followed by three PBST washes. We then reverse transcribed the samples [ 9 and neutralized with Tris-HCl, we hybridized 2.5 µM sequencing primers or 0.5 µM fluorescent probes in 2× SSC with 10 % formamide, washed three times in the same buffer, and proceeded to sequencing or imaging.
For BaristaSeq on brain tissues, all slides with brain slices were first sealed in HybriWell-FL chambers (22 mm x 22 mm x 0.25 mm; Grace Bio-labs) for reactions. The brain slices were washed three times in PBS supplemented with 0.5% Tween-20 (PBST), followed by a 3 min digestion by 0.2% pepsin in 0.1M HCl. We then proceeded with ethanol dehydration, followed by reverse transcription, padlock gap-filling and ligation, and RCA as described above.
Sequencing of the rolonies was performed as described previously 8 with minor modifications using the Illumina HiSeq SBS kit v4. We reduced the CRM reaction time to two minutes each, which was sufficient for the heat transfer, and increased the PBST washes to four to eight times after the IRM reactions.
Imaging
All imaging except for the experiments in Fig. 2B -E was performed on an UltraView VoX spinning disk confocal microscope (Perkin Elmer) as previously described 8 . The sequencing channels and their calibrations were described previously 8 . The sequencing channel filters were as previously described 8 . The experiments in Fig. 2B -E were produced on a Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning confocal microscope as previously described 8 .
Base-calling
Base-calling was performed as described 8 , except that the images were first processed through a median filter and a rolling ball background subtraction to remove noise and background fluorescence. The sequencing quality score is defined as the intensity of the called channel divided by the root sum square of all four channels.
Comparison to other in situ sequencing techniques
The original padlock probe based barcode amplification was performed similar to BaristaSeq amplification as described above, except that the Stoffel fragment (DNA Gdansk) was used in place of Phusion DNA polymerase and the cDNA crosslink was done using 4% paraformaldehyde in PBST for 10 mins 7 .
To perform targeted FISSEQ in brain slices, we processed the sample in the same way as in BaristaSeq in brain slices to the cDNA crosslink step. After cDNA crosslinking, we digested the RNAs [10 µl RiboShredder (Epicentre) and 5 µl RNase H in 1× RNase H buffer] for 1 hour at 37 ˚C. After washing the samples twice in water, we circularized the cDNAs [0.5 mM DTT, 1M Betaine, 2.5 mM MnCl 2 , and 1 U/µl Circligase II in 1× Circligase buffer] for 1 hour at 60 ˚C. After washing the samples with PBST, we hybridized 1.5 µM RCA primers in 2× SSC with 10% formamide for 1 hour. We then washed the samples three times with the same buffer, twice more with PBST, and proceeded to RCA as in BaristaSeq.
To compare Illumina sequencing chemistry to SOLiD sequencing chemistry for in situ sequencing in tissues, we performed SOLiD sequencing as described previously 6, 8 . To calculate the signal to noise ratio, we first converted the four-channel images into one single channel, taking the maximum value of the four channels for each pixel. We selected areas containing barcoded cells or areas containing tissues but no barcoded cells by thresholding as the signal and background areas. We then subtracted the black point of the camera from both the signals and the backgrounds and calculated the SNR. The SNR was calculated using the same selected areas in all six cycles.
BARseq
Animals were injected and processed as described above. Cryo-sectioned brain slices were first imaged to generate DIC and GFP images, before they were processed for BaristaSeq. The GFP images from neighboring slices were aligned to each other manually to remove deformation during sectioning. The sequencing images were then registered back to the GFP images to locate the positions of the neurons within the slice. Each basecall ROI was thus registered back to the aligned GFP images.
We dissected 12 projection sites from the frozen brains for sequencing. These 12 sites include the olfactory bulb, the orbitofrontal cortex, the motor cortex, the rostral and caudal striatum, the somatosensory cortex, the ipsilateral and contralateral visual cortex, the contralateral auditory cortex, the thalamus, and the tectum. For several brain areas, we limited the areas collected to prevent cross contamination. These areas include the somatosensory cortex (restricted to the upper-limb, lower-limb, and the trunk areas), the two visual cortices (restricted to mostly area pm and am), and the striatum (the rostral striatum and the caudal striatum samples were separated by two brain slices, or 600 µm). The contralateral auditory sample also included the neighboring temporal association area. Sample slice images from the brain XC9 after dissection indicating the locations of the collected projection sites are available at Dryad (see Data and software availability in Methods). The projection sites were sequenced as described for MAPseq 5 .
We first filtered the MAPseq generated barcodes so that all barcodes had at least 10 molecules but no more than 10000 molecules at the strongest projection site. We recovered 26840 barcodes using these criteria from the three brains (Supp. Table 1 ). We then matched these barcode sequences at the projection sites to those at the injection site, allowing three mismatches for conventional MAPseq or one mismatch for BaristaSeq. In the conventional MAPseq brain (XC14), 5082 out of 8418 barcodes were confirmed to be from the auditory cortex and were used for the subsequent analyses.
In the two BARseq brains (XC9 and XC28), we sequenced 3237 cells in situ. Of all sequenced cells, 1806 (56%) cells had corresponding sequences at any projection site. The remaining cells had either low read qualities (possibly from having more than one barcode in the cell), or did not project to the examined areas (e.g., local interneurons, excitatory neurons that project to secondary auditory areas, and non-neuronal cells). We further filtered out barcodes with fewer than 10 molecules in the maximum projection area, removed neurons below the bottom of the cortex (these are likely persistent subplate neurons in the collosal commissure) and neurons in highly distorted slices (as judged by an abnormal cortical thickness). After filtering, 1309 neurons were used in the analyses.
The projection strengths to each area were obtained by normalizing the barcode molecule counts to the amount of spike-in RNAs 5 recovered in each area. When counting the number of projections per neuron, we only counted projections with the number of barcode molecules above the noise floor. The noise floor was defined as the maximum number of barcode molecule count in the negative control area (the olfactory bulb). For all subsequent analyses of the projection data, we used the logarithm of the barcode molecule counts after normalization to spike-in RNAs and pooled the data from three brains together.
Comparison of BARseq to retrograde tracer
We injected 140 nL Alexa 647 labeled cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) into the right auditory cortex at 4.8 mm ML, -2.6 mm AP at multiple depths (200 µm, 400 µm, 600 µm, and 800 µm) at 30˚ angle. After 48 hrs, we injected 140 nL JK100L2 virus into the left auditory cortex at -4.8 mm ML, -2.6 mm AP, with 140nL Sindbis virus at each depth (200 µm, 400 µm, 600 µm, and 800 µm) at 30˚ angle. After incubation for another 44 hrs, we processed the animal for BARseq, but collected four target sites, including the olfactory bulb (negative control), the contralateral auditory cortex (i.e. the center of the CTB injection), the remaining areas where CTB is visible to the naked eye, and the surrounding areas where CTB is visible under fluorescent microscope. The last three samples thus formed concentric rings around the CTB injection site. All three samples gave consistent results regarding contralateral projections (Supp . Table S1) Before library preparation for BaristaSeq, we also imaged the Alexa 647 channel to locate retrograde-labeled neurons. These images were aligned to the sequencing images. To find the fraction of BARseq identified projection neurons that are also labeled by CTB, we picked barcoded neurons with a minimum sequencing quality of 0.75 and counted the number of neurons labeled by CTB. To find the fraction of CTB labeled neurons that are also labeled by BARseq, we identified neurons labeled by both CTB and barcodes with a minimum sequencing quality of 0.75, and counted the number of neurons with barcodes in the contralateral auditory cortex above the noise floor. The noise floor is set to be the maximum count of individual barcodes recovered in the olfactory bulb.
Validation of BARseq identified cell types using retrograde tracing
To validate the striatal projections of PT and IT neurons, we injected red RetroBeads (LumaFluor) diluted 1:1 in PBS in the superior colliculus at -4.8 mm AP, -0.7 mm ML at depths 500 µm, 700 µm, 900 µm, 1100 µm, and 1300 µm (70 µl per depth) from the surface of the brain, Alexa 488 labeled CTB in the caudal striatum at -1.6 mm AP, -3.2 mm ML at depths 2.5 mm and 3 mm (50 µl per depth) from the surface of the brain, and Alexa 647 labeled CTB in the rostral striatum at 0.6 mm AP, -2 mm ML at depths 2.5 mm and 3 mm (50 µl per depth) from the surface of the brain. After 96 hrs, we perfused the animal and sliced the auditory cortex coronally into 70 µm slices. We then imaged the slices on an UltraView VoX spinning disk confocal microscope (Perkin Elmer).
Comparison of BARseq bulk projection pattern to bulk GFP tracing
For bulk projection comparison to GFP tracing data, we used the bulk GFP tracing data from five brains in the Allen connectivity database 16 (experiments 116903230, 100149109, 120491896, 112881858, and 146858006; © 2011 Allen Institute for Brain Science. Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas. Available from: http://connectivity.brain-map.org/). All five brains had cells labeled in the primary auditory cortex and no labeling in non-auditory area. For both BARseq/MAPseq bulk projections and GFP bulk tracing data, we normalized the projection strengths to individual areas to total projection strengths in all examined areas for that brain first, and then averaged across brains (five brains for GFP tracing and three brains for BARseq/MAPseq). We then calculated the correlation coefficients between the GFP tracing and BARseq/MAPseq bulk projection strengths of the corresponding brain areas.
Hierarchical clustering of projection data
All clustering analyses were done using the logarithm of the spike-in-normalized projection strength. We first filtered the projection data using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) 24 in Matlab. We approximated the projection pattern X of m neurons to n areas as the product of Y, an m by k matrix containing the loadings of the k projection modules for each neuron, and A, a k by n matrix containing the projection pattern of each projection module. Each of the k projection modules represents a set of projections that correlate with each other. To determine the number of projection modules k, we looked for k values that did not result in a significant increase in the correlation among neurons using the filtered projection data X' and resulted in similar classification of neurons in the first two hierarchy. This resulted in k = 6. We then reconstructed the filtered projection data
. The filtered projection data X' was used for clustering.
During each step of the hierarchical clustering, we split each node into two groups using k-means clustering on the squared Euclidean distance of the projection patterns. We then calculated the significance of the split using a Matlab implementation of SigClust (http://www.unc.edu/~marron/marron_software.html). We kept the new clusters if the split was significant after Bonferroni correction and the sizes of the resulting clusters were larger than 1% of all data points. This procedure was repeated for each new node until no new clusters were found.
We then validated our data using random forest as described 12 . For each pair of clusters, we trained a random forest classifier on 80% of the data. We then used the classifier to classify the remaining 20% of the data. We repeated this process five times, each time using a mutually exclusive group of 20% of data, so that all data were classified once. We repeated this whole process 10 times for each pair of clusters, so that all data were classified between each pair of clusters 10 times. For each barcode, we then removed all cluster memberships that were scored 0 out of 10 in any one of the pairs involving that cluster. The remaining clusters (i.e. ones that have scored at least 1 out of 10 comparisons in any pairwise comparison) were assigned to the barcode, with the main identity as the cluster with the highest sum of scores across all pairwise comparisons involving that cluster.
To compare clusters obtained using k-means with those obtained using Louvain community detection 25 , we performed Louvain community detection hierarchically using a similarity matrix S, in which each element S ij is the difference between the Euclidean distance of the two data points and the maximum Euclidean distance of any two data points in the dataset. Louvain community detection was performed using a MATLAB implementation of the algorithm (https://perso.uclouvain.be/vincent.blondel/research/Community_BGLL_Matlab.zip).
To compare clusters obtained using k-means with those using spectral clustering 26 , we substituted k-means with normalized spectral clustering 27 using the same similarity matrix S as described above. Spectral clustering was performed using a MATLAB implementation of the algorithm (https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/34412-fast-and-efficientspectral-clustering). t-SNE 28 was performed using the MATLAB implementation of the standard t-SNE (https://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/) using either the log projection data as inputs.
Normalized entropy for the laminar distribution of a group of neurons
To calculate the entropy of the laminar distribution of a group of neurons, we discretized the laminar location of the neurons into 13 bins, each covering 100 µm. We then calculated the entropy of the discrete distribution of laminar locations
where P i is the probability of neurons falling into the i th bin. We then normalized E to the maximum possible E for 13 bins to obtain the normalized entropy
The normalized entropy thus equals 0 when all neurons fall into one bin, and 1 when the neurons randomly distribute across all 13 bins.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All p values reported were after Bonferroni correction except in Supp. Fig. S9A, B . In these two figures, however, the significance level shown in the figures were corrected for multiple testing. The statistical tests used for individual experiments were noted in the main text. T c t g c t g g G g t a t c c g G g a a g t t t A T a t a g c c t T g t t t c a g C t t c a a g t G C t t t t g g t G t g c c a c a T g t c a c c g A 
